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The Lives of Erich Fromm
Billy Pilgrim returns home from the Second World War only to be kidnapped by
aliens from the planet Tralfamadore, who teach him that time is an eternal present

The Legacy of Erich Fromm
An insightful look at alienation in the modern world from the New York
Times–bestselling author of The Art of Loving and Escape from Freedom. Social
psychologist Erich Fromm observed the spread of alienation in the 1960s, arguing
that humans who were once dynamic, creative beings were reduced to fixating on
TV screens, emotionally paralyzed by anxieties over threats like nuclear war.
Though we may stare at different devices and worry about other dangers today,
his insights are as useful as ever, and allow us to gain perspective on the human
condition. A collection of his writings on “New Humanism” and the need to reclaim
our happiness and peace of mind, this is a thoughtful, fascinating overview of the
past that shaped us, and the philosophies and practices that can ensure a better
future, both for ourselves and for the world at large. Included are reflections on
thinkers from Karl Marx to medieval Catholic mystic Meister Eckhart, as “Fromm’s
large, keen mind and attractive, likable voice [strive] for heart as he asks himself
the hardest questions of his day” (Kirkus Reviews). This ebook features an
illustrated biography of Erich Fromm including rare images and never-before-seen
documents from the author’s estate.

Buy the Change You Want to See
Over two thousand years ago, Sun Tzu wrote The Art of War. In today’s struggle to
stop war, terrorism, and other global problems, West Point graduate Paul K.
Chappell offers new and practical solutions in his pioneering book, The Art of
Waging Peace. By sharing his own personal struggles with childhood trauma,
racism, and berserker rage, Chappell explores the anatomy of war and peace,
giving strategies, tactics, and leadership principles to resolve inner and outer
conflict. Chappell explains from a military perspective how Gandhi and Martin
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Luther King Jr. were strategic geniuses, more brilliant and innovative than any
general in military history, courageous warriors who advanced a more effective
method than waging war for providing national and global security. This pragmatic
and richly instructive book shows how we can become active citizens with the skills
and strength to defeat injustice and end all war.

The Art of Loving
Renowned psychoanalyst Erich Fromm has helped generations of men and women
achieve rich and productive lives by developing their capacity to love. This
centennial edition of his most enduring work salutes the valuable lessons that are
Fromm's legacy.

Greatness and Limitations of Freud's Thought
What is suggested to your attention is, in a sense, an invitation. To introduce the
most interesting work of Erich Fromm: "The art of loving or exploring the nature of
love." While reading this book, you are going to agree in some ways with its
author, whereas in other ways you are not. In any case, you are not going to regret
the time spent on reading it. In terms of a sense of pleasure received while reading
and of benefits obtained from it. For your life. "The art of loving" can be
commented on or discussed, can be both and even more. We, in our turn, allowed
ourselves only to make a very tiny description about rationality/irrationality of the
phenomenon of Love.

The Art of Loving
Why do people choose authoritarianism over freedom? The classic study of the
psychological appeal of fascism by a New York Times–bestselling author. The
pursuit of freedom has indelibly marked Western culture since Renaissance
humanism and Protestantism began the fight for individualism and selfdetermination. This freedom, however, can make people feel unmoored, and is
often accompanied by feelings of isolation, fear, and the loss of self, all leading to a
desire for authoritarianism, conformity, or destructiveness. It is not only the
question of freedom that makes Fromm’s debut book a timeless classic. In this
examination of the roots of Nazism and fascism in Europe, Fromm also explains
how economic and social constraints can also lead to authoritarianism. By the
author of The Sane Society and The Anatomy of Human Destructiveness, this is a
fascinating examination of the anxiety that underlies our darkest impulses, an
enlightening volume perfect for readers of Eric Hoffer or Hannah Arendt. This
ebook features an illustrated biography of Erich Fromm including rare images and
never-before-seen documents from the author’s estate.

Map of the Soul – Persona
“Socialism is essentially prophetic Messianism ” So Erich Fromm writes in his 1961
classic Marx’s Concept of Man. World-renowned Critical Theorist, activist,
psychoanalyst, and public Marxist intellectual, Erich Fromm (1900-1980) played a
pivotal role in the early Frankfurt Institute for Social Research and influenced
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emancipatory projects in multiple disciplines. While he remains popularly well
known as author of such best-selling books as Escape from Freedom and The Art of
Loving, Fromm’s contribution to Critical Theory is now being rediscovered.
Fromm’s work on messianism in the 1950s-1970s responded to earlier debates
among early twentieth century German Jewish thinkers and radicals, including
Hermann Cohen, Rosa Luxemburg, Martin Buber, Gershom Scholem, and Georg
Lukács. The return to Fromm, as well as growing interest in Jewish messianism’s
influence on the Frankfurt School, makes this book timely. Fromm’s bold defense of
radical hope and trenchant critique of political catastrophism are more relevant
than ever. “Joan Braune’s work on Erich Fromm is indispensable for students of
Frankfurt School critical theory Braune reveals the central role that Fromm played
in the early development of Frankfurt School critical theory. She also discloses the
role that Fromm played in shaping some of the most important debates in critical
theory. One of the most interesting issues that informed the debates among early
critical theorists was messianism and its political implications. There is no better
book on this issue. Those of us who are interested in the development of Frankfurt
School critical theory owe Dr. Braune a great deal of gratitude.” – Arnold L. Farr,
Associate Professor of Philosophy, University of Kentucky, President, International
Herbert Marcuse Society “Joan Braune's work on Fromm brings this important
figure in critical theory back into the conversation at a needed time. It also appears
at a time when we must recapture prophetic messianism – the hope in humanity
for a better future.” Jeffery Nicholas, Providence College, author of Reason,
Tradition, and the Good: MacIntyre’s Tradition-Constituted Reason and Frankfurt
School Critical Theory

The Art of Love
"The Heart of Man questions human nature itself, from the forms of violence that
plague it to individual and social narcissism to how the positive value of "love of
life" can potentially outweigh the destructive "syndrome of decay" caused by the
love of death and other harmful tendencies of thought. [The American Mental
Health Foundation's Fromm titles] are timely, directly relevant to modern
psychological and social issues, and bring absolutely invaluable humanist
messages to temper psychology's scientific and healing discipline. Highly
recommended, especially for college library collections." --Midwest Book Review
Fromm's follow-up to Escape from Freedom and The Art of Loving is a keen study
of violence on a small scale leading to the specter of mass destruction.

All About Love
Love can be difficult, but it’s not mysterious. No matter who you are, your capacity
to love can be developed in the same way as learning to cook or play the violin:
with practice… Purchase this in-depth summary to learn more.

50 Ways to Get a Job
The renowned social psychologist and New York Times–bestselling author shares
his insights on the process of psychotherapy, drawing on his own experience. Over
the course of a distinguished career, Erich Fromm built a reputation as a talented
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speaker and gifted psychoanalyst—the first specialization of this polymath. The Art
of Listening is a transcription of a seminar Fromm gave in 1974 to American
students in Switzerland. It provides insight into Fromm’s therapy techniques as
well as his thoughts and mindset while working. In this intimate look at his
profession, Fromm dismantles psychoanalysis and then reassembles it in a clear
and engaging fashion. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Erich Fromm
including rare images and never-before-seen documents from the author’s estate.

The Forgotten Art of Love
There is a lot of interest in today’s culture about the idea of Persona and the
psychological mapping of one’s inner world. In fact, the interest is so strong that
the superstar Korean Pop band, BTS, has taken Dr. Murray Stein’s concepts and
woven them into the title and lyrics of their latest album, Map of the Soul:Persona.
What is our persona and how does it affect our life’s journey? What masks do we
wear as we engage those around us? Our persona is ultimately how we relate to
the world. Combined with our ego, shadow, anima and other intra-psychic
elements it creates an internal map of the soul. T.S. Eliot, one of the most famous
English poets of the 20th Century, wrote that every cat has three names: the name
that everybody knows, the name that only the cat’s intimate friends and family
know, and the name that only the cat knows. As humans, we also have three
names: the name that everybody knows, which is the public persona; the name of
that only your close friends and family know, which is your private persona; and
the name that only you know, which refers to your deepest self. Many people know
the first name, and some people know the second. Do you know your secret name,
your individual, singular, unique name? This is a name that was given to you
before you were named by your family and by your society. This name is the one
that you should never lose or forget. Do you know it?

On Being Human
New York Times bestsellerWall Street Journal bestseller USA Today bestseller
Publishers Weekly bestseller Forbes "15 Best Business Books of the Year"People
"Book of the Week"AARP Editor's Pick Translated into 34 languages and counting
"Presence feels at once concrete and inspiring, simple but ambitious--above all,
truly powerful." -- New York Times Book Review Have you ever left a nerve-racking
challenge and immediately wished for a do over? Maybe after a job interview, a
performance, or a difficult conversation? The very moments that require us to be
genuine and commanding can instead cause us to feel phony and powerless. Too
often we approach our lives' biggest hurdles with dread, execute them with
anxiety, and leave them with regret. By accessing our personal power, we can
achieve "presence," the state in which we stop worrying about the impression
we're making on others and instead adjust the impression we've been making on
ourselves. As Harvard professor Amy Cuddy's revolutionary book reveals, we don't
need to embark on a grand spiritual quest or complete an inner transformation to
harness the power of presence. Instead, we need to nudge ourselves, moment by
moment, by tweaking our body language, behavior, and mind-set in our day-to-day
lives. Amy Cuddy has galvanized tens of millions of viewers around the world with
her TED talk about "power poses." Now she presents the enthralling science
underlying these and many other fascinating body-mind effects, and teaches us
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how to use simple techniques to liberate ourselves from fear in high-pressure
moments, perform at our best, and connect with and empower others to do the
same. Brilliantly researched, impassioned, and accessible, Presence is filled with
stories of individuals who learned how to flourish during the stressful moments that
once terrified them. Every reader will learn how to approach their biggest
challenges with confidence instead of dread, and to leave them with satisfaction
instead of regret.

Tao Te Ching
From the legendary psychoanalyst who wrote The Art of Loving and Escape from
Freedom: A profound critique of materialism in favor of living with meaning. Life in
the modern age began when people no longer lived at the mercy of nature and
instead took control of it. We planted crops so we didn’t have to forage, and
produced planes, trains, and cars for transport. With televisions and computers, we
don’t have to leave home to see the world. Somewhere in that process, the natural
tendency of humankind went from one of being and of practicing our own human
abilities and powers, to one of having by possessing objects and using tools that
replace our own powers to think, feel, and act independently. Fromm argues that
positive change—both social and economic—will come from being, loving, and
sharing. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Erich Fromm including rare
images and never-before-seen documents from the author’s estate.

The Pathology of Normalcy
Renowned social psychologist Erich Fromm’s classic study of Freud’s most
important—and controversial—ideas Bestselling philosopher and psychoanalyst
Erich Fromm contends that the principle behind Freud’s work—the wellspring from
which psychoanalysis flows—boils down to one well-known belief: “And the truth
shall set you free.” The healing power of truth is what Freud used to cure
depression and anxiety, cutting through repression and rationalizations, and it
provided the foundation for modern psychology. Freud’s work, however, was not
without its flaws. Though he pioneered many of the practices still in use today,
Freud’s perspective was imperfect. In Greatness and Limitation of Freud’s Thought,
Fromm deepens the understanding of Freud by highlighting not just his remarkable
insights, but also his flaws, on topics ranging from dreams to sexuality. This ebook
features an illustrated biography of Erich Fromm including rare images and neverbefore-seen documents from the author’s estate.

Summary of Erich Fromm’s The Art of Loving by Milkyway
Media
The Art of Waging Peace
A brilliant psychoanalytical and historical work which asks - is the fear of freedom
the root of the twentieth century's predeliction for one or other kind of
totalitarianism?
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To Have or To Be?
A fascinating look at the key components of romantic love--sex, idealization,
aggression, self-pity, guilt, and commitment--argues that romance does not
diminish in a long-term relationship, describes the barriers to lasting love, and
offers helpful advice on how to promote an enduring love by eliminating selfdestructive efforts to protect oneself from its risks. Reprint. 15,000 first printing.

Slaughterhouse-five
Erich Fromm was a political activist, psychologist, psychoanalyst, philosopher, and
one of the most important intellectuals of the twentieth century. Known for his
theories of personality and political insight, Fromm dissected the sadomasochistic
appeal of brutal dictators while also eloquently championing loveÑwhich, he
insisted, was nothing if it did not involve joyful contact with others and humanity at
large. Admired all over the world, Fromm continues to inspire with his message of
universal brotherhood and quest for lasting peace. The first systematic study of
FrommÕs influences and achievements, this biography revisits the thinkerÕs most
important works, especially Escape from Freedom and The Art of Loving, which
conveyed important and complex ideas to millions of readers. The volume recounts
FrommÕs political activism as a founder and major funder of Amnesty
International, the National Committee for a Sane Nuclear Policy, and other peace
groups. Consulting rare archival materials across the globe, Lawrence J. Friedman
reveals FrommÕs support for anti-Stalinist democratic movements in Central and
Eastern Europe and his efforts to revitalize American democracy. For the first time,
readers learn about FrommÕs direct contact with high officials in the American
government on matters of war and peace while accessing a deeper understanding
of his conceptual differences with Freud, his rapport with Neo-Freudians like Karen
Horney and Harry Stack Sullivan, and his association with innovative artists, public
intellectuals, and world leaders. Friedman elucidates FrommÕs key intellectual
contributions, especially his innovative concept of Òsocial character,Ó in which
social institutions and practices shape the inner psyche, and he clarifies FrommÕs
conception of love as an acquired skill. Taking full stock of the thinkerÕs historical
and global accomplishments, Friedman portrays a man of immense authenticity
and spirituality who made life in the twentieth century more humane than it might
have been.

The Art of Loving
Living in Southern California, Gary Carmell has become very familiar with tectonic
shifts: cataclysmic changes in the earth’s crust that cause earthquakes and
tsunamis. Carmell has also experienced numerous tectonic shifts in the economic
landscape in his nearly thirty-year investing career. Correctly anticipating
economic trends has allowed his real estate investment and management firm,
CWS Capital Partners LLC, to grow from assets of $250 million in the late 1980s to
over $3 billion today. CWS foresaw the collapse of manufactured housing in the
late 1990s and anticipated a massive shift from homeownership to renting,
prompting them to reposition aggressively for growth in apartment construction
and management. Carmell feels special pride in the results his company’s delivers
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for its investors, as a result—long-term average annual returns exceed 13
percent—even during the Great Recession of 2007–2009. Navigating turbulent
economic markets and experiencing his two-year-old son’s near-fatal stroke has
taught Carmell that real success requires not only financial acumen, but also deep
reflection. He credits Shakespeare, Hume, and Schopenhauer as his mentors, with
more modern sages like Buffett, Soros, and Munger also guiding his actions. In The
Philosophical Investor: From Wisdom to Wealth, he shares the insights he has
gained along the way in the hope of inspiring a new cadre of critical thinking
investors.

Presence
The Art of Love tells the stories of the most fascinating couples of the art world,
exploring the passionate, challenging and loving relationships behind some of the
world’s greatest works of art. From Frida Kahlo and Diego Rivera to Joseph Cornell
and Yayoi Kusama, Josef and Anni Albers to Gilbert & George – Kate Bryan delves
into the formation, and sometimes breakdown, of each romance, documenting
their highs and lows and revealing just how powerful love can be in the creative
process. Whether long-lasting, peaceful collaborations, or short-lived tumultuous
affairs, The Art of Love opens the door on some of the greatest love stories of the
twentieth century. The relationships: Francoise Gilot & Pablo Picasso; Frida Kahlo &
Diego Rivera; Carl Andre & Ana Mendieta; Christo & Jeanne-Claude; Robert
Delaunay & Sonia Delaunay; Lee Krasner & Jackson Pollock; Barbara Hepworth &
Ben Nicholson; Georgia O’Keeffe & Alfred Stieglitz; Lee Miller & Man Ray; Max Ernst
& Dorothea Tanning; Jasper Johns & Robert Rauschenberg; Elaine de Kooning &
William de Kooning; Maria Martins & Marcel Duchamp; Hans Arp & Sophie TaeuberArp; Raoul Hausmann & Hannah Hoch; Josef Albers & Anni Albers; Gwendolyn
Knight & Jacob Lawrence; Kay Sage & Yves Tanguy; Nancy Holt & Robert Smithson;
Marina Abramovic & Ulay; Gilbert & George; Joseph Cornell & Yayoi Kusama; Carroll
Dunham & Laurie Simmons; Camille Claudel & Auguste Rodin; Maud Hunt Squire &
Ethel Mars; Frances Loring & Florence Wyle; Alexander Rodchenko & Varvara
Stepanova; Niki de Saint Phalle & Jean Tinguely; Leon Golub & Nancy Spero; Lili
Elbe & Gerda Wegener; Bernd Becher & Hilla Becher; Emilia Kabakov & Ilya
Kabakov; Tim Noble & Sue Webster; Idris Khan & Annie Morris

On Disobedience and Other Essays
Escape from Freedom
THE ACCLAIMED FIRST VOLUME IN HER "LOVE SONG TO THE NATION" “The word
‘love’ is most often defined as a noun, yet . . . we would all love better if we used it
as a verb,” writes bell hooks as she comes out fighting and on fire in All About
Love. Here, at her most provocative and intensely personal, the renowned scholar,
cultural critic, and feminist skewers our view of love as romance. In its place she
offers a proactive new ethic for a people and a society bereft with lovelessness. As
Bell Hooks uses her incisive mind and razor-sharp pen to explore the question
“What is love?” her answers strike at both the mind and heart. In thirteen concise
chapters, hooks examines her own search for emotional connection and society’s
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failure to provide a model for learning to love. Razing the cultural paradigm that
the ideal love is infused with sex and desire, she provides a new path to love that
is sacred, redemptive, and healing for individuals and for a nation. The Utne
Reader declared bell hooks one of the “100 Visionaries Who Can Change Your
Life.” All About Love is a powerful affirmation of just how profoundly she can.

Erich Fromm ‘The Art of Loving’
The landmark bestseller that changed the way we think about love: “Every line is
packed with common sense, compassion, and realism” (Fortune). The Art of Loving
is a rich and detailed guide to love—an achievement reached through maturity,
practice, concentration, and courage. In the decades since the book’s release, its
words and lessons continue to resonate. Erich Fromm, a celebrated psychoanalyst
and social psychologist, clearly and sincerely encourages the development of our
capacity for and understanding of love in all of its facets. He discusses the familiar
yet misunderstood romantic love, the all-encompassing brotherly love, spiritual
love, and many more. A challenge to traditional Western notions of love, The Art of
Loving is a modern classic about taking care of ourselves through relationships
with others by the New York Times–bestselling author of To Have or To Be? and
Escape from Freedom. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Erich Fromm
including rare images and never-before-seen documents from the author’s estate.

Rumi
A new personalized way to find the perfect job—while staying calm during the
process. You are so much more than a resume or job application, but how can you
communicate that to your potential employer? You need to learn to ask the right
questions, stop using job sites, and start doing the work that actually counts.
Based on information gained from over 400,000 individuals who have used these
exercises, this book reveals career expert Dev Aujla’s tried-and-tested method for
job seekers at every stage of their career. Filled with anecdotes and advice from
professionals ranging from a wilderness guide to an architect, it includes quick-step
exercises that help you avoid the common pitfalls of navigating a modern career.
Whether you've just decided to start the hunt or you're gearing up for a big
interview, 50 Ways to Get a Job will keep you poised, on-track, and motivated right
up to landing your dream career.

The Art of Loving
Fromm’s basic idea was to look at the individual as a social being and to look at
society as an ensemble of many individuals who have not only common ideas and
convictions based on a common practice of life but also a common psychic
structure. With his concept of “social character” he created a new interdisciplinary
thinking presented in this reader. The Erich Fromm Reader exhibits the true genius
of an original thinker in seeing the connections between overlapping knowledge
from many different fields. Here interdisciplinarity is not only a lip service but the
impact of Erich Fromm’s unique social psychological notion.

The Art of Being
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A guide to well-being from the renowned social psychologist and New York
Times–bestselling author of The Art of Loving and Escape from Freedom. Though
laptops, smartphones, and TVs have in many ways made life more convenient,
they have also disconnected us from the real world. Days are spent going from
screen to machine, machine to screen. In The Art of Being, renowned humanist
philosopher and psychoanalyst Erich Fromm draws from sources as varied as
Sigmund Freud, Buddha, and Karl Marx to find a new, centered path to selfknowledge and well-being. In order to truly live, Fromm argues, we must first
understand our purpose, and the places where we lost it. This ebook features an
illustrated biography of Erich Fromm including rare images and never-before-seen
documents from the author’s estate.

Erich Fromm’s Revolutionary Hope
Many people are unable to love--and thus live--fully. Renowned psychoanalyst
Erich Fromm has helped generations of men and women achieve rich and
productive lives by developing their capacity to love. This Centennial Edition of his
most enduring work, The Art of Loving, salutes the valuable lessons that are
Fromm's legacy.

The Heart of Man
Explore the many facets of our most valued emotion Cardiologist and professor
Armin Zadeh revisits psychologist Erich Fromm's The Art of Loving, a book that has
fascinated him for decades. The Forgotten Art of Love examines love in its complex
entirety — through the lenses of biology, philosophy, history, religion, sociology,
and economics — to fill in critical voids in Fromm's classic work and to provide a
contemporary understanding of love. This unique and wide-ranging book looks at
love's crucial role in every aspect of human existence, exploring what love has to
do with sex, spirituality, society, and the meaning of life; different kinds of love (for
our children, for our neighbors); and whether love is a matter of luck or an art that
can be mastered. Dr. Zadeh provides a fascinating, empowering guide to
enhancing relationships and happiness — concluding with a provocative vision for
firmly anchoring love in our society.

Love, Sexuality, and Matriarchy
The Erich Fromm Reader
Fromm offers a complete and systematic exploration of his "humanistic
psychoanalysis." In so doing, he counters the profound pessimism for our future
that Freud expressed and sets forth the goals of a society in which the emphasis is
on each person and on the social measures designed to further function as a
responsible individual.

The Philosophical Investor
For nearly two generations, this translation of the Tao Te Ching has been the
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standard for those seeking access to the wisdom of Taoist thought. Now Jane
English and her long-time editor, Toinette Lippe, have refreshed and revised the
translation, so that it more faithfully reflects the Classical Chinese in which it was
first written, while taking into account changes in our own language and
eliminating any lingering infelicities. Lao Tsu’s philosophy is simple: Accept what is
in front of you without wanting the situation to be other than it is. Study the natural
order of things and work with it rather than against it, for to try to change what is
only sets up resistance. Nature provides everything without requiring payment or
thanks. It does so without discrimination. So let us present the same face to
everyone and treat them all as equals, however they may behave. If we watch
carefully, we will see that work proceeds more quickly and easily if we stop
“trying,” if we stop putting in so much extra effort, if we stop looking for results. In
the clarity of a still and open mind, truth will be reflected. Te—which may be
translated as “virtue” or “strength”—lies always in Tao meaning “the way” or
“natural law.” In other words: Simply be.

Loving Each Other
The distinguished social critic and psychoanalyst offers fresh insights into
aggression, dreams, affluence, religion, and human growth, revealing an
awareness of life's tragedies, but, at the same time, emphasizing the transcending
power of love."

Erich Fromm's 'The Art of Loving'
In a critical study of loving relationships, the author explains how to develop the
commitment, honesty, generosity, and positive attitudes toward oneself and others
essential to sustaining a loving relationship

For the Love of Life
This is the first full-scale intellectual biography in English of Erich Fromm, perhaps
the most widely read psychoanalyst after Freud, whose contributions to clinical and
social psychology and the history of the psychoanalytic movement have long been
underrated. Though considered a pedant, a popularizer--Escape from Freedom, The
Sane Society, and The Art of Loving, among others, were best-sellers -and an
"outsider" in many psychoanalytic circles, Fromm played a historic role in the
development of the discipline. As a member of Freud's "loyal opposition" with
strong leanings toward the "dissident fringe;' he helped effect the transfer of
productive ideas from the periphery to the mainstream of the psychoanalytic
movement. Daniel Burston's meticulous elucidation of these ideas unravels the
numerous strands--philosophical, literary, and social--that formed a part of Freud's
own work and of Fromm's sympathetic, but not uncritical, reaction to Freudian
orthodoxy. Despite his grounding in the tradition of Freud, contemporaries and
former associates persistently misunderstood Fromm's work. Insofar as he
attempted to decipher the ideological subtexts to Freudian theory, analytically
oriented theorists doing clinical or social research avoided his ideas. His Marxist
leanings and his radically historical approach to human behavior made it all but
impossible for mainstream academic psychologists to grasp his meaning, much
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less to grant it any validity. At the same time, his humanistic and ethical concerns
struck many psychologists as grossly unscientific. Practical and intellectual
constraints have conspired to ensure that Fromm's impact has been peripheral at
best. Burston's eloquent, evenhanded reassessment of Fromm's life and work cuts
through the ideological and political underbrush to reveal his pivotal role as a
theorist and a critic of modern psychoanalysis. It leads readers back to Freud,
whose theoretical and clinical contributions Fromm refracted and extended, and on
to controversies that remain a vital part of contemporary intellectual life.

A Practical Guide to Marital Bliss
Collects the renowned psychoanalyst's lectures and writings on problematic
relations between men and women known as "guerrilla war" that have been in
existence for some six thousand years. Reprint.

The Sane Society
Cambridge University professor Reynold Nicholson once remarked that the 13thcentury Persian poet Rumi is the "greatest mystical poet of any age." In Rumi's
vision, love is the very matrix of existence; love is what moves life. His poetry
expresses the deepest and the most inclusive layers of love, and thus connects us
to an immense source of joy, compassion, creativity, and mystery. This book is a
new anthology and an original translation of Rumi's poetry. It is divided into three
parts. Part I contains two essays, one on Rumi's life ("A Messenger from the Sun")
and the other on his poetic vision and thought ("The Path of Love in the Ocean of
Life"), which together help the reader better situate his poetry. Part II presents
144+1 quatrains (Rubaiyat) of Rumi categorized into 12 thematic chapters: On the
Pain and Joy of Longing; The Search; Who Am I?; The Beloved's Face; Die to
Yourself; The Art of Living; Night Secrets; Water of Life; Fire of Love; Unity and
Union; Peaceful Mind; and Rumi on His Life, Poetry and Death. These poems have
been selected and translated from the authentic Persian editions of Rumi's Divan-e
Shams. For readers interested in the cadence and rhythm of the poems in the
original language the Persian reading (in English script) is also given under each
translated poem. Part III is a selection of 12 wisdom stories from Rumi's own life
(taken from a 14th-century biographical work on Rumi). A glossary of symbolic
terms in Rumi's poetry, and references to the original sources of the translated
poems are also given at the end of the book. This anthology brings fresh insight
into the work and mind of a master poet who mapped the path of spiritual quest
and union, and painted in words the art of loving.

The Art of Listening
Can Love Last?: The Fate of Romance Over Time
"The Art of Living" is the first large-scale analysis in English of Erich Fromm's life
and his entire printed works. This study addresses both the specialist in a variety
of disciplines (psychology, social sciences, philosophy) and a large lay readership.
It is written in an appealing style and clearly delineates Fromm's career as a
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psychoanalyst and a writer, pinpointing the strengths and weaknesses in the work
of one of this century's most influential thinkers. Fromm's unflagging insistence on
a more humane world emerges here in full relevance for today's reader.

The Fear of Freedom
Eager to change the world? Learn how you can have a greater social impact
through your everyday purchases. The money we routinely spend on food, clothes,
gifts, and even indulgences is an untapped superpower. What would happen if we
slowed down to make more thoughtful decisions about what we buy? For "mom
and pop" stores across the country, and artisan and agricultural communities
around the world, every purchase matters. Consumers--whether individuals, small
businesses, or corporations--are paying more attention than ever to how their
goods are made; and retailers--large and small--are responding by investing in
ethical and eco-friendly production. Yet figuring out which brands to support can
feel overwhelming. Jane Mosbacher Morris has devoted her career to creating
economic opportunities for vulnerable communities around the world, and in this
valuable book, she shares her passion and insights on how we, as consumers, can
create positive change too. Covering topics that range from why not all factories
are evil, to how our morning coffee can be the easiest way for us to use our
purchasing power for good, Buy the Change You Want to See makes us better
informed consumers. Morris tells inspiring stories about how victims of human
trafficking and natural disasters have been empowered by economic opportunity,
and she offers practical ideas about how we can support these communities
through our purchases--whether it comes to jewelry made from recycled materials
in Haiti, sustainably grown and ethically sourced coffee and chocolate from farmers
in some of the poorest regions of the world, or mass-produced jeans and shoes
made in factories where workers are guaranteed decent working conditions and a
fair wage.

The Art of Living
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